ALL OF THE FIREWORKS WE SELL ARE MANUFACTURED AND
TESTED TO COMPLY WITH BSEN15947:2010
FIREWORKS CANNOT BE SOLD TO PERSONS
APPARENTLY UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE

47 Newport Road, New Bradwell
Milton Keynes, MK13 OAQ

01908 225353 www.willards.co.uk

FOUNTAINS & CANDLES
BLIZZARD

£6.00

A spray fountain of red, lemon &
blue with silver & green flowers.
Lasting almost a minute

LEAPING LIZARDS £8.00
Fountain with fabulous blue &
orange stars, and crackling
flowers in red, silver and orange
and lasting for over a minute

GLITTERING GEMSTONES £8.50
Offering a multitude of colours from
nine assorted fountains with crackle

HOCUS POCUS

£8.00

Red stars followed by multicoloured chrysanthemum and
ending with a 3 layer mine of
crackling stars
&

JUMPING JELLY BEANS

£10.00

This multi-tube fountain produces brilliant
sprays of multi-coloured ‘blobs’ that look
like jelly beans in purple and red, green &
orange and pink and violet

KRACKATOA

£10.00

Traditional conic fountain
giving a beautiful display of
silver glitter

100 STINGING BEES
100 SNAPPY DAYS

MEXICAN WAVE
£8.00
A quieter mine cake that erupts
at ground level and lasts 20
seconds. A great finale for a
small garden display

ANGEL DUST

CANNON FODDER

£9.50 each

Available in four different effects, each
giving five large shots,

100 fast firing small shots—ideal for
a family display with a distance of
just 8 metres recommended

£10.00

An immensely popular garden firework
which starts as a mine cake and ejects
20 shots of gold brocade with coloured
and crackling tips

£5.00
£5.00

CRACKLING SNAKE

£7.00

Unusual but wonderful firework
Which gives 2 minutes of hissing
and crackling fun

OBELISK
£30.00
300 shots of multi-coloured
tipped brocade comets in red,
green, blue, yellow and purple

BARRAGES
BUTTON MOON

£8.00

12 shot garden firework with multi
colour peony bursts

IMMORTAL JELLYFISH

£8.00

14 vertical shots of white strobe
with red star to brocade crown

£8.00

12 shots of brocade crown to red,
blue and green stars

LUMINOUS FLUX

BANZAI

£12.50

SUPER BOMB

£20.00

Shots:25 Duration:40 sec Distance:8m
Nice and noisy, red, green & blue tails to
titanium salutes

25 shots of red & green palms, red
& blue stars & crackle flowers

WHISPERING CHARM
DELTA RAY

£15.00

A quiet firework with a variety of
effects. A red fountain to silver
fish, red, white and blue mines,
followed by silver tail comets

£12.50

25 shots of silver tails to coloured
peonies, white strobes & crackle

IDEAL FOR YOUR GENDER REVEAL PARTY!
BLUE MOON
£35.00
Shots:36 Duration: 40 sec
Distance:8m
All blue and incorporating mines, tails, comets,
falling leaves and dahlia bursts
CORAL SEA
£35.00
All pink and incorporating mines, tails, comets,
falling leaves and dahlia bursts

FIREWORK CRAZY MINI

£35.00

Shots: 100 Duration: 55 secs Distance:8m
Rapid firing crazy shots finishing with a noisy
and impressive salvo finale

DIAMOND PRINCESS

£40.00

Shots: 28 Duration: 60 secs Distance: 15m
28 shots of red & green tail to gold willow, blue tail
to gold willow and crackling tail to

VENOM

£35.00

Shots: 40 Duration: 35 secs Distance: 8m
V-Firing with blue tails to gold willow, white
strobes, crackling flowers and a super silver
& brocade crown finale

METEOR SHOWER

£37.50

Shots: 60 Duration: 60 sec Distance: 15m
New this year, promises to be fabulous, with
red, gold, green & purple palms with titanium
silver chrysanthemums

FINALES
CELESTIAL MAGIC

£48.50

Shots: 80 Duration: 90 secs Distance: 15m
Ejecting large shots of multi coloured twinkling
bursts gradually increasing in frequency and
intensity.

ALCHEMY

£60.00

Shots: 49 Duration: 60 secs Distance: 25m
49 thumping 30mm shots of green tail, pink
dahlia, white strobe, red dahlias to strobes
with silver tail

SEISMIC BLAST

£60.00

Shots: 49 Duration: 90 seconds Distance: 8m
Lovely big bursts of bright comets to red & green
tipped silver palms, silver strobes, crackles & gold
brocades Finishing with a rapid & noisy finale
DISTANT THUNDER
£67.50
Shots: 61 Duration: 75 seconds Distance: 25m
Large booming shots with coloured starbursts which
build to a multi shot finale
RAGING VORTEX
Shots: 56
Duration: 60 seconds

£70.00
Distance: 25m

Vertical firing display from 30mm tubes with volleys of red whirls with green
stars mixed with crossettes and spinners including screaming whistles
throughout. Finishing with whistle and crackle effects with red willows

DANCING FIREFLIES (quieter firework)
Shots: 62 (vertical& fan)

Duration: 60 seconds

£80.00
Distance: 25m

Ideal for those wanting a quieter firework. A fan shaped display of strobing
waterfall effects with silver "fireflies" with blue tails, cascading red falling
leaves with a fan shaped finale of silver comets, red strobe and willows.

FLAMING LAMBORGHINI
£90.00
Shots: 135 (fan) Duration: 90 seconds
Distance: 25m
Filling the sky with purple stars, silver blinks & purple tail, red
coconut, green stars, silver spinners, golden blinks with blue
stars and magnificent brocade crown finish

FIREWORKS CRAZY

£90.00

Shots: 100
Duration: 60 seconds Distance: 25m
Releasing all of its powerful shots in just less than a minute
really creates mayhem! Crackling tails to silver spinners, blue,
red, white and green mines, whistling tails to gold and silver
stars and a quickened 10 shot finale

FINALES

REDEMPTION

£90.00

RAGING INFERNO

Shots: 80 Duration: 35 seconds Distance: 25m
A seriously noisy firework ejecting massive silver lift

mines which burst to large gold brocades with salutes.

£90.00

Shots: 80 Duration: 35 seconds Distance: 25m
White strobe and stunning bursts of red, blue, gold &
green followed by multi-coloured peonies and strobe
bursts to finish—a seriously entertaining firework

MASQUERADE
£90.00
Shots: 180
Duration: 90 seconds
Distance: 25m
Rapid strobing effects in silver, red and green as well as blue and
red peony bursts and whistles. It has an intense finale of silver

THE BIG SHOW

£100.00

Shots: 83
Duration: 60 seconds
Distance: 25m
Vertical bursts with silver to red and green twisting tails, silver
strobe to gold with red bursts, blue and green tipped brocades
ending with a rapid finale of silver comet tails to red and a
volley of humming red and silver tails to crackle

CAGED TIGER UNLEASHED
Shots: 112

Duration: 95 seconds

£120.00
Distance: 25m

Lasting almost 1 ½ minutes this firework has a vast array of
effects from brocade crown with blue stars & tails, red,
golden & green palms, willow bursts and a volley finale of
wave willow

CAGED THUNDER PRO
Shots: 90

£100.00

Duration: 80 seconds

Distance: 25m

Giving great noise with willow, red coconut silver strobe and
golden coconut bursts building to a volley of coconut and
willow thunder bursts

CAGED COUGAR PRO

£110.00

Shots: 68 (fanned) Duration: 75 seconds
Distance: 25m
Brocade crown with blue stars and red tail, green stars with silver
blinks and green tail, silver palm with crackling and red tail, red
stars with crackling and red tail, brocade crown with silver blinks
and blue tail, volley finale – red palm with chrysanthemums.

COMPOUND FINALE CAKES
REGAL

£125.00

Shots 131
Duration 100 seconds
Distance 25m
Four pre-fused cakes with one ignition.
A stunning finale cake with a dazzling display of effects and varying firing
patterns including mines, splitting comets, brocade crowns, silver fish,
chrysanthemum bursts, coloured tails, spider effects and finishes with a
volley of mines and crowns.

AGINCOURT

£125.00

Shots: 99
Duration: 2 mins Distance: 25m
Cake 1—21 mixed 30mm shots of titanium gold palms with
silver blinks, silver fishes, golden horse tails & crackling brocade
Cake 2—36 x 25mm straight shots of red waves, purple
peony, green waves and titanium gold palms with tails
Cake3—42 fan shots of willow with silver tails, purple palms,
titanium gold palm tails and volley finale with wave willow

ZENITH - £175.00 (rrp. £220.00)
Shots 173
Duration 120 seconds
Distance - 25m
Four pre-fused fireworks with one ignition. A fast colourful opening of two tier
strobing and Z firing comets and a volley of multi-coloured mines. Breaking to
vertical firing alternating sequences of strobing bi-coloured stars. Followed by
Z firing sequences of big bursting brocades with complementary coloured
stars. Finishing with a finale of intense bursting gold and silver palms

CAGED TIGER PRO (COMPOUND)
Shots: 112

Duration: 90 seconds

£185.00
Distance: 25 m

The ultimate finale compound cake engineered to give some of the best sky
filling effects available.
Cake 1— Blue tails brocade with blue pearls to red and green tailed
peonies, blue dahlia and red palm with chrysanthemum
Cake 2—Silver and white strobes, green and red tails, green palms and
pearls, green and red strobes
Cake 3—Purple palm chrysanthemum, titanium gold palms, brocade willow
bursts and blue waves

ROCKETS
AIR-BOMBER £17.50
Nice and loud—a high
powered air bomb
rocket to wake up your
audience!

SIREN £7.50
Pack of 5 small
garden rockets for
5-ALIVE
£13.50
a family display
5 high-power rockets
with gold brocade, red &
green peony & red/silver
strobe

HEAT SEEKER 12.50
Great value high power
rockets bursting with
coloured stars

ASTRO BLASTER

£26.00

5 cracking high power rockets
each one with different effect:
Silver strobe, Red glitter, Time
rain, Silver chry-

ROCKIN ROBOTS

£35.00

Pack of two thumping rockets,
with different effects:
 a brocade burst with
shimmering glitter stars
 and the second a brocade
burst with red stars

METAL WARRIORS

£50.00

3 massive bursting rockets :
 bright white stars to crackle
 brocade with red strobe glitter stars
 titanium with red tips and red
glitter

THE KING

£27.50

The ultimate sky filler, show starter, event
stopper, crowd pleaser. Add the WOW
to your display! One massive burst

CUPID SELECTION £29.50
available in one of five effects:
 Sourcerer– gold brocade
 Sky Thunder— gold with red strobe
 Special Ring—ring of stunning stars
 Quantum—Gold crown to red
 Love is in the Air—red heart

All information in this brochure was correct at time of going to press.
The effects of fireworks, or contents of boxes may differ from that described in this brochure.
However, the firework will still be of equivalent value.

FOR SAFETY REASONS WE WILL NOT EXCHANGE FIREWORKS
OR GIVE REFUNDS ONCE THEY HAVE LEFT THE PREMISES
THIS DOES NOT AFFECT YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS

